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ADDRESS. r .
I

thatIt is an opinion somewliat widely diffused in tliis country

he higher education, which it is tlie special object of sucli an

Institution as this to give, is only useful to those who are about

o enter uj^on a professional career. It muy be of importance

o those who are to be placed in a sphere of life which demands

t least a moderate amount of scholarship, to spend a number

,§i)f years at a university, but for those who are to be engaged

^n the j)ract'cal work of life such a training is unnecessary ; it

^anks at best no higher than a graceful accomplishment, and

ay therefore—perhaps advantageously—be dispensed with,

t may be fit and proper that the clergy should have a classical

iducation, so that they may be enabled to avail themselves of

hatever new light the original documents shed upon the

criptures, and to consult those early Christian writers who
lade the Latin tongue the vehicle of their thoughts ; it may
e advisable for students of law to study that wonderful system

f jurisprudence, which was won for us by the experience and

agacity of ancient Home, in the language in which it was

|written ; medical men may find it of advantage to have a

olerable actpiaintance with Liatin, and some knowledge of

3otany and Chemistry, as well as of those subjects which are

^lore directly connected with their common duties ; but for

;:iion-professional men, who have to deal with the practical

latiairs of lite, such a training is quite superfluous. A good

fcommercial education, in fine—such an education as is supplied

f by the public schools—is the best preparation for an active life

l:.



4 AN ADDRESS ON

of business, and no other is requisite or bonolicial. That this

is substantially the tlioory held by a largo number, cither

tacitly or openly, is evidenced by the conspicuous absence from

our universities of all, or almost all, except those who are

destined fur one of the learned professions.

Tlie assumption that underlies this way of thinking is, that

the proper discharge of a particular office is all that can be

demanded or expected of any one, and, as a consequence, that

no education other than what is required for this end is needed.

l^ut, in the first place, is not this presupposition incompatible

with the conditions of life as they exist in a civilized commu-
nity ? And is not the theory of education based upon it there-

fore untenable ? If it can be shown that society, as at present

constituted, would fall to pieces if we granted the validity of

this view, we cannot but suspect that the conception of life it

involves is fundamentally iinj)crfect, and the superstructure

raised upon it weak and unsafe. If it is im})ossible to exist in

a state without being more than a mere instrument of business,

and therefore without some extra-technical knowledge, wo
must conclude either that modern society is based upon an

essentially false pflnciple, or that the theory is itself radically

unsound. And, secondly, even if such a theory is capable of

being practically carried out, we must still ask whether the

fulfilment of its conditions is really desirable and fitted to

Becure the highest good of mankind.

Is it possible, then, let us ask, for men living under the

complex civilization of modern times to limit themselves

entirely to their practical avocation in life ? The very asking

of this question is almost suflicient to show that only a negative

answer can be given. I shall not insist upon the evident fact

that the existence of the family and the responsibilities it entails

is an essential condition of modern society, and that this of

itself involves relations distinct from those of bus! toss. It is

of more importance for our present purpose to point out that

there are social and political duties from which we can only

escape by giving up life itself. As citizens we must interest
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loursolvos, directl}' or indirectly, in the weltUre of the cominu-

liiity to which we belong. Aa memborB of the Btotie wo are

neccBBarily, from the very nature of our rcprosentative goverw-

jment, immediately interested in the prosperity of our country.

[And, as no civilized nation can now live the isolated life which

was poBdible in ancient times and under a simpler ordor of

society, we mu&t enlarge our field of view so as to take in the

I
condition of mankind at large. A thousand questions of the

(Utmost importance, and of a character so intricate as to require

[the most cautious consideration and the most finely balanced

[judgment, are thus continually pressing themselves upon our

notice and demanding a rational answer. It is true that we
may throw our individual responsibility upon others, but in so

> doing we act in a way that, ifunivereally carried out, would either

lead to a despotic form of government or to the direst anarchy

[and confusion. It is evident, therefore, that modern society

could not exist if the assumption that man's duties are bounded

by his peculiar avocation were consistently acted upon. And
if the progress of civilization has entailed upon all the respon-

sibility of taking a pereonal interest in those subjects which

affect the common weal, the importunce S correct views on

such topics is clearly undeniable. In a country in which

government is practically vested in the people, whose repre-

sentatives act in accordance with their wishes, the only moans

of securing a thoroughly wise legislation is by the possession

and exorcise of a high intelligence by the people. Let states-

men bo over so wise, they cannot act in direct violation of the

will of their constituents. They may, and often do, take the

lead in the reform of abuses, but only those of them who take

pains to make themselves acquauitcd with the prevalent

opinions of the country, or who have the faculty of foreseeing

the point towards which public feeling is insensibly drifting,

can hope to bring forward measures which will find general

acceptance and be productive of beneficial results. Tlie pros-

perity of a country, therefore, it may be stated broadly, is

measurable by the collective wisdom of its people. If they are

I

||,
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apathetic and indiiferent in regard to (inestiona of public

importance, the nation Binks into a contemptible obscurity

;

whereas a strong and healthy interest in such questions is tit

once the evidence and the cause of over-increasing prosperity.

Now, can a high public intelligence be produced by a merely

technical training ? Evidently not. As a matter of fact, an

exclusively technical training is inevitably hostile to wide and

liberal views ; tending as it does to superinduce a host of per-

sonal or class prejudices. This distortion of judgment clearly

requires to be counterbalanced by a kind of education, which,

by widening the field of observation, will generate the habit of

considering, in all cases, not merely what seems most beneticiHl

to one's self, or even one's country, but what will conduce to

the elevation of the race. Wliat is the best mode of providing

this antidote to narrowness of judgiucnt I shall afterwards

enquire. Enough has been said to show that ])urcly technical

knowledge is impossible M'ithout an entire revolution of the

present order of society. Men are compelled to form judg-

ments upon questions that have no evident connection with

their ordinary work in life ; and unless we are prepared to say

that, while it requires a special training to form correct judg-

ments in regard to business matters, the decision of the still

more complicated questions of social and political life may be

safely left to chance, we must admit that some kind of liberal

education is essential for the fit discharge of those duties which

a man owes to his fellow-citizens, to his country, and to the

world. The choice ibrccd upon us really io, whether the

settling of grave and important questions is to be left to acci-

dent and caprice, or wlicthcr wi^fdom does not counsel us to

adopt the more rational course of so developing the intelligence

of the country as to i-endcr habitual a liberal and far-reaching

method of thought. Which of these alternatives it is right to

accept, no one can for a mument doubt. j ^ s .

Starting from tlie assumption that modern society rests upon
sound principles, wc have seen that a training other than tech-

nical is essential to the general welfare: and I shall now
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EDUCATION AND LIFE. 7

idoavour to show, by a closer investigation into the relation

education to life, that the theory, which aaeumes that the

ily object of education is to fit each man for best disobarging

is peculiar avocation, implies a totally false conception of

inuin existence. It is an indisputable fact that all those char-

sturistics which go to make up an advanced civilization

—

jfganized industry, liberal institutions, high intellectual and

)ral life—are displayed in their greatest perfection by the

jutonic races. We might almost conclude, therefore, without

Irthor investigation, that the zealous cultivation of trade and

)nmierce naturally dcvelopes the various powers of man to a

pgh degree of perfection. Wo do not, however, require to

mtent ourselves with this rough ge leralization, which might

fter all be lalhicious ; wo can discover the reason as well as

»e fact. A comparison of modern society with the t ndition

man in his lowest stage shows that in the former there is a

Mnarkablc degree of complexity as compared with the latter,

[en are now drawn into much closer relations, and are more

jpendent upon each other, than in a more primitive mode of

f(9. The savage who lived by hunting and fishing was almost

itiroly independent of othera. He was only moved to activity

the cravings of natural appetite, and as soon as these were

Mnporurily allayed ho relapsed into a state of apathy and

tdolence. His wants being almost purely animal, and his

2sire8 of the simplest kind, he was able to unite in his own
irson those numerous occupation? which are now required to

ipply the necessities of life for even a single person. It is

rue that even at this earliest stage absolute independence was

|npo8siblo. Children had to be nourished until they were

papable of providing for their own wants, and thus the germ

Iff the family relation was implanted ; while the necessity of

viBeking the help of blood-relations for defence against enemies

inded to knit men together into tribes. But, with these

mceptions, the savage M'as independent of others. This simple

%ode of life is now completely altered. We are dependent in

^ thousand ways upon others for our daily sustenance, as well

( I
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as for tliose inany comforts and rcqniromonts, witliout which

we can hardlj conceive of life aa even tolerable. Is this state

of things more truly l)enoficial than that simple mode of life

which partially survives amongst existing savage tribes ) It

undoubtedly is ; nor is the reason far to seek. It is only by

mutual dopcndenrc ujxjn each other that the lK58t powers of

men are called forth into exercise. Wide-spread industry tends

to eliminate purely self-referent interests ; by bringing men

into more intimate relations with each other, it generates that

mutual trust and confidence which result in a healthy tone of

public morality. Tlio individual freely contributes his share

of labour for the good of the whole, and is rewarded by finding

that }i€ has himself unexpectedly gaine<l in the elevation of his

own nature. The seeming sncritice of independence is really

the condition of the only independence that is worth having.

Compare the condition of a baron of the feudal times with that

of his modern represelitativo, and you ciiimot fail to be struck

by the contemporatieous development of industrial arrange-

ments and social morality. The j)rinciple of feudal times wn?

that only by an elaborate system of defence, and by continual

vigilance, could life and property be protected, and that it wns

vain to expect men to work for the benefit of others except

under the influence of constraint and foar. The baron had his

moated castle, with its secret passagCH and dungeons, its draw-

bridge and j>ortcnlli8, its men-at-arms and sentinels ; while he

ha<l a rooted conviction that he could have his wants minis-

tere<l to only by the keei>ini^ of serfs. And yet the peer of to-

day is more secure, without any defensive appliances, than tho

liaron with his embattled tower, and better served by free

labourers than he would be by the enforced toil of serfs. With

the development of social industry has grown up mutual trust-

fulness between all ranks and classes ; with the liberation of

the masses, greater energy, industry and unselfishness. Carlylc.

indeed, has said that the i»rinciple of modern society is "freedoiti.

without bond or connection except cash payment," while in

feudal times men were united by the "bond of honour."
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8 ; while lie

llgainst this implied intbriority of these, ns compared with

jt times, I emi)h»iticftliy })rotcRt. The Ho-cHlled '* bond of

)n()ur" wjw in reftlity a bond ai force. The feudal lord was

)rpetually at war with his neighbonrg, and had to guard con-

lually against the treachery of inferiore ; his vassals were for

rer ([uarroiling amongst themselves. Nor is it one whit truer

it cash payment is now the only bond of connection ; the

d nexm is commercial honesty and trustworthiness—a kind

"honour" infinitely higher than the sulky submission of a

iron to his suzerain, or the stupid obedience of a serf to his

^ndal lord. It is true that this mutual trust, which is the very

>ndition of an industrial system, opens nj) the way for a vio-

Uion of faith: but this is tiie exception and not the rule, or

nety could not exist for a single hour. It took the world

kme thousands of years to learn the lesson that the good of all

isses is best secured by the freedom of each. The principle

ancient as of medieval society was that the forcible subjec-

)n of the lower classes is essential to the well-being of the

)per ; the industrial system of to-day assumes that higher

}ults are attained by free contract and voluntary labour. So

ig as the lawful claim of every man to be fiec was denied

Id set at naught, human nature was cramped and impeded in

natural development; with the recognition of tlie inalienable

fht of freedom, a new state i)f things was inaugurated, which,

though to this day it admits of in<lefinito improvement, must

ever remain the basis of all future progress. The ultimate

|8tification of an industrial system is therefore really a raoraiy

le. An;;- theory which would resolve it into sonie principle

rer than this—the prudu(*tion of the essentials, the comforts

kd the luxnriei' of life, the accumulation of wealth, or any

nilar end— is essentially false, because it fails to gauge the

tnal or possible nobility of human nature. The satisfaction

our needs ! the delectation of our .astes ! Man certainly

by nature such cravings, wiiich he instinctively seeks to

itify. But that he has any right to such gratitication

)end8 entirely upon whether his higher nature demands it or

/'

i



10 AN ADDRESS ON

not. ilis higlier nature does so ; and herein lies the justification

of the niinisterinoj to needs and tastes and pure pleasures;

herein li<»s the jiistitication of an industrial system, which,

springing at first from our lower nature, is found to ininister to

our hiirhor. Whatsoever aids man in purifying the lower and
selfish i)art cf his nature, and in reaching up to his full intel-

lectual and moral stature—that has a right to exist ; all else

Avill ultimately, by the law of the universe, pcrieli and drop

into n*>thingness. Let it be shown that the simpler life of

primitive sofMcty produced more ])erfe('t men, and it would be

our dutv to sot about det.trovin'; tlie i)'-oducts of lonff centuries

and of tJK! toil of millions— our skill'ully constructed machinery,

our nol lo buildings, our wide-reaching connnercial arrange-

ments, and to return to the huts and rude life of savages. Wo
cannot. Iiowever, thrust back the tide of civilization to its

source : and that not morel v because we are too indolent to

throw ort' the habits of modern life, but because, having

emerged into a ]>urcr atmosi)here and a clearer light, we cannot

go back to the rude and stiHing abodes of our forefathers. The

industrial life of modern times, with all its imperfections, is

more littod to nourish and develop the intellectual and spritual

life of tiie indi\idual, and to Ibstcr a high tone of public

morality, than any other; and in this alone lies its right to

exist.

The j)rinciplc which we have discovered to be the true end

of practical life—the princii)]e that society, in its industrial

aspect, exists for the purpose of evolving the mei.tal and moral

and R])ritual powers latent in human nature— is also the key to

a true cnnception t>f education. One of the greatest of .incient

1
)hilosophers, with that wonderful insight into human life for

which h(! was distinguished, sketched an ideal State, the ruling

idea of which was that all its energies should be directed

towards the physical, intellectual and moral training of its

members. And not only did IMato rightly view the state as

one vast educational estaltlishment ; he also saw that, if it is

to be at nearly i)erfect as the inevitable failings of humanity
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EDUCATION AND LIFE. 11

rill allow, there is required some special training of a theo-

lietical kind, in addition to that atforded by a life of industry.

iFor while practical life is undoubtedly essential to the well-

Mbeing, at once of the individual, of society and of the race, it

Peaves much of our nature undeveloped ; and in so doing really

Itends to its deterioration. The mind of man is of such a

lature that the absence of what is essential to its highest

)erfection produces a proportionate degradation in other

respects. What is not for it is against it. If it is not trained

^n the proper direction, it inevitably seeks a downward path

[for itself Tf it is not tilled with great and ennobling thoughts,

[it will seek to find satisfaction in what is mean, and petty and

'evanescent. The fundamental mistake of a purely technical

[education is, that it tends to concentrate the mind upon what

lis exclusively personal, and thus to warp the judgment by a

variety of prejudices. And this is especially the case with

those who are engaged in commercial affairs. The members of

the learned professions, while they are by no means freed from

the danger of narrowness of thought, find a certain safeguard

against it in that breadth of view which all intellectual labour

has a tendencv to foster. It is otherwise with those devoted

to business, where the temptations to indulge in inordinate

self-interest are peculiarly strong ; and hence they, above all

others, require such a training as will counteract this unhappy

bias. What is needed is an education other than practical life

I
supplies, which, by raising the mind above purely personal or

cliiss interests, and fixing it upon more im})ersonal subjects,

will generate a love of all that is fitted to elevate mankind, and

to hasten on the progress of humanity. Men, if we will

properly consider it, fall into errors of ju<lgment not so much

I from imperfect reasoning, as from the want of a sufficiently

ft commanding jwint of view and of a more comprehensive

s_viin»atliy. It is vain to say that unselfishness is a thing of the

heart nnd not of the head. This is true in a certain sense, but

not in any way that affects the present argument. It is unde-

niable that culture sometimes serves no better purpose, than to

^' !

I
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12 AN ADDRESS ON

minister to personal vanity or to promote self-interest. But

just as social industry is not a curse because it renders dishonest v

possible, 80 neither is education to be decried because it is some-

times abused. Ignorance has an inevitable tendency to foster

evil, and it may be doubted whether well-meaning but foolish

l)orsons do not produce as disastrous effects upon society as

the deliberately vicious. Tlie absolute divisio^n between the

head and the heart, the mind and the soul, so frequently made,

is a false and pernicious one. The two are so inseparably

united, and so act and re-act ui)on each other, that an imper-

fection in the one leads to a corrcspoaiding imperfection in the

other. Crude, haj»-hazard Jiotions lead to social confusion and

disorder; a rational and scientific way of thinking to order and

prosperity. If tlie choice really lay betwe(;n the pious although

ignorant and the cultured but vicious, there is no right-

feeling person who would not prefer the former. But the real

question is whether tlu^ interests of society will be best promoted

by an intelligent and cultured people or by a prejudiced and

unlettered mob. It is imiiossiblc, as we have already seen, to

escape from the duty of forming judguients on those many
questions that affect the welfare of the community; and when

it beconses a (piestion whether the most important topics are to

be dealt witli in a rational and comprehensive way, or left to

the mercy of chance and prejudice, who can hesitate for a

nioment as to which of these alternatives he will accept?

Now it is the ])eculiar glory of the training which it is the

office of a university to 6up|)ly, that it is eminently calculated

to counterbalance the prejudices attendant upon practical life,

by generating the habit of taking a wide survey of human life

and action. A brief con^ideration of the nature of the studies

comprehended in our curriculum will make it abundantly

evident that they are fitted to liberate the mind from the

limiting influences of a purely technical education, and to

appeal to the universal side of man's nature. The subjects by

which such an institution as this seeks to assist those who
sincerely wish to gai:; the priceless treasure of truth, are natur-

lly divid<
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best. But

liBhonestv

[it is ponie-
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cept ?

^h it is the

' calculated

nctical life,

human life

the studies

abundantly

I from the

3n, and to

subjects by

those who

, arc natur-

lly divided into three classes—natural science, philosophy and

^liiloloojy. Very little need be said in regard to the importance

|f physical science. However much so-called "practical" men
lay be disposed to undervalue other departments ofknowledge,

lere at least the immenso advantages are too palpable to be

Overlooked. Without the apparatus which science has placed

our disposal—our ships, railroads, machinery, telegraphs

—

(vilization would have stopped centuries ago. What a wide

kterval i;: there between the feeble powers of reckoning of

[rimeval man and the intricate demonstrations of Euclid !

N'oin Euclid and Archimedes to our own times—nay, from

!!epler and Newton to Herschel and Faraday—what brilliant

liscoveries have testified to the nobility of the human intellect,

\(\ opened up worlds of beauty and grandeur, beside which

^le first vague imaginations of an earlier time are flimsy and

iperticial ! A contemplation of the gradual but steady

kogress made from the first crude notions of the untutored

lan, who cowered in fear .ind trembling before the unintelli-

|ible moods of Nature, to the calm, reverential knowledge now
)st^essed of the inner necessities which regulate her aspects,

innot fail to afford a perennial source of wonder and delight.

'^e are sometimes called upon to bow before the sublimity of

le universe as shown in the countless worlds that lie on the

|osom of illimitable space ; but, awe-inspiring as this spectacle

I, do not the changeless laws by which those mighty orbs

Ire itidissolubly linked together and move in ordered harmony

ind majesty, teach a lesson nobler st'll ? Can any considera-

pon of tlie mere number of the stars awaken such an exalted

joling as the perception that the tiniest globule of dew that

flitters in the sunlight is the centre ot a circumference of forces

)o vast to be limited or imagined ? Although science turns

Iway from the infinite variety of form and colour, and tiie

jautiful play of light and shade, which nature presents to the

lye of sense, it reveals a beauty of another and highcM- kind

—

Pie stern beauty of thought, of order and law, of harmony and

lystem amidst seeming disorder and incoherence. And, as the

m
W;:

/ !
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houndiiries of science are puslied ever t'urtlier and fiirtlier back,
|

with what new delijj;ht does tlio stndent of nature discover that

Bciences, believed to be disconnected, cotnidenient and harmonize

with cadi other, and tliat laws which seemed at first distinct,

are but divergent instances of a hiji^her law! Nor are the

advantages of the study of nature intellectual merely. Science

not only impresses upon \i8 how M'ondcrfully all nature hangs-

together, and thus eidargos our view beyond our own petty

domain, but it assists in teaching us the all-important lesson of

self-sacrifice. The scientific discoveries that have made man

the lord, instead of the slave, of nature, are the result of no

fortunate stumbling u])on truth, but of the most painstakinj; 1
and sedulous in<[uiiics ; for only those wliose unswerving devo-

tion luis proved them to be worthy are })orniitted to lift the

veil of nature. The illuslrious discoverers, who have done so

much to benefit their race, had to give up repose and ease for

Bcvere mental toil, and—what is much more difficult—to sur-

render lonpr-cherished opinions and ])reposse8sions at the

demand of truth. lie who seeks, with singleness of purpose,

to discover the secrets of nature, must throw aside all fancies

and guesses that will not harnumizo with fact, however long

and fondly he has cherished them. He may ''scorn delights

and live laborious days" in the eager desire to verify a favourite

hypothesis, and, finding after all that he has not seized the

right clue, be compelled to begin his labours afre.sh. If we
consider all the sacrifices which have thus been juade by meii

who so yearned for truth tliat no false glare could induce them
to swerve from their direct path, surely we at once gain high

views of life, purity our minds by conta(!t with genuine nobility,

and learn the moral lesson that "we are made perfect through
suft'eritig!"

The study of the outer world is one great means of developing
and strengthening the intellectual and moral pov.-ers ; but,

marvellous as are the wonders it discloses, it is insufiicient to

satisfy all the cravings of the Inmian mind. The progress of

natural science is at the same time the development of thought.
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interpi'etirif«; visible tliiii^rp, we reason by certain processes,

^d niiikc use of cortjiiii intellectual forms; and the time

jvitiibly conies wlicn these processes and Ibrnjs are nmde the

jgoct of special investigation. Man is to himself the centre of

things. Within him is a norhl of thought tliat mirrors the

|rnis and huvs of external luiturc, .and a world of fuelings and

^sires, that join him h\ spiritual bonds to his kind, and aspira-

>ns that iinitc and tem|)oral things are insuflicient to satisfy.

[e cannot search into the nuture of thought without finding

lat ho is more closely related to the outer world than he at

i'st su})posed ; he cannot study his social sympathies without

IprceiviMg that deej) in his spiritual nature lie the impulses

lhi(;h give rise tu society, and lead to the consciousness of

loral obligations; nor can he adecpiately exj)lain Ins noblest

)ngings without tracing them U]) to their source in the Infinite.

[he origin of philosophy lies in the felt necessity of obtaining

)me solution of the problems thus opened up. "The Philo-

)j)her," as Goethe rennu'ks, "is he who stands in the centre
;

him the lowest must ascend, and the highest come down."

[!ho rudiments of those fertile studies, whose end is to discover

le relation of nnin to the world, of the individual to society,

id of the finite to the inlinite, are dimly perceptible at a very

|arly stage of civilization. And as the physical wants come

engross less attention, the feeble consciousness of man
^wakens to higher life, and his nnture, duties and destiny become

ill-absorbing topics^ In the oldest written documents of the

face we iiiid deep glimpses into truth curiously interblended

Ikith fantastic Imagery and puerile superstitions. But at length

thought begins to predominate over fancy, reason to usurp the

lace of imagination ; and henceforth philosophy, having

learned her true mission, advances without interruption on her

)nward course. Here, also, as in the realm of natural science,

\e learn how one generation of thinkers prepares the way for

the next. The history of successive systems is not, as is soine-

Itimes averred, a record of repeated failures; contemporaneously

[with the progress of the race, philosophy makes ever nearer
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Understand, or only with the greatest difficulty, that distine-

lops which have become imbedded in popular language may
squire to be surrendered at the bidding of maturer reflection.

Phis tyranny of language needs to be guarded against ; and in

rhat better way can this be done than by studying the speech

peoples of a past age, who are so far removed from the

MJeral habits, modes of thought and principlesofjudgment of

ir own time that we are compelled to re-think, at every step,

le ideas their language was intended to convey. Nor is this

rakening of earnest, critical thoguht, the only advantage

jrivablo from the study of language. Philology unites with

jience and philosophy in pointing to the essential unity of all

lankind, showing how nations dwelling far apart, and the

^ost diverse in habits, customs and ideas, are bound to each

fcher by the ties of kinship, and how the influences of the

jmote past are working themselves out in the private and

^cial life of to-day. It is of no mean importance to be enabled

reproduce, with vividness and clearness, the ideas and

jlings and deeds of long-vanished generations, who have

^Iped us onward to all of good we now possess. It was by

It of hard toil that they won for themselves those principles

practice, polity and social justice, which to us seem self-

Kdent because of our familiarity with them. This is especially

le in regard to those two nations of antiquity which, more

m any other, have made us what we are. What science or

is there whose origin or improvement is not due to Hellenic

Jlture 'i What system of legislation which does not owe its

Irfection to the basis laid by imperial Rome ? To estimate

ight the great men of our own land, we must study the

aterpieces of poetry, oratory and history saved from the

lendid wreck of ancient Greece and Rome. The study of

iguage is, therefore, of the utmost importance ; and the

^nderful discoveries in philology, made within the present

jeration, render it doubly so. Recent investigations have

)wn that the languages spoken in the larger portion of

irope are traceable to the East. Jt is becoming more and

nil
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evident tliat the unity of man may be traced to iip;oB the most

remote. Languages which liad apparently dropped into eternal

silence liave again become vocal, and disclosed the doings,

thoughts and aspirations of men who sank ti> rt^st five thousand

years ago. In the light of these facts who shall deny that the

history of language, like the discoveries of science and the

speculations of philosophy, are eminently fitted to strengthen

the intellect, expand the sympathies, and elevate the moral

nature of man ?

The inference to which the foregoing considerations legiti-

mately lead will have already suggested itself to you. The

notion that man must he regarded solely a« an instrument for

the discharge of a particular ofiice has been shown to bo incom-

patible with the true dignity of human life. In addition to

this narrow and limited side of man's existence, there is a niore

comprehentdve and universal aspect under which ho must be

viewed. lie is not only a memher of the state, who has a

peculiar work to perform ; there is also a nide of his nature

which belongs to him simply as a member of the human race.

The various appliances of life appeal either to the particular or

the universal side of hif< nature; practical life more to the former,

theoretical more to the latter. Both are indispensable for the

education of man's complex nature, for the evolution of those

intellectual, moral and spiritual qualities which it is the aim of

human existence to raise to their highest excellence. In view

of this wide and comprehensive view of human thought ajid

action, there is no distinction of persons ; and nothing would

more tend to the higher elevation of the individual, and the

quickened advance of the race, than the participation of all

men in liher.al as well as technical education, 1 see no pros-

pect of a speedy fulfilment of this desirable object. Until there

is some readjustment of the relations of capital and labour, or

until the right ot' every member of the State, whatever his

rank or condition may be, to the advantages of the highest

existing education is recognized, we must content ourselves

with an approximation to the ideal of society I have attempted
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set before yon. But 8nrely wo iniglit, even in the neces-

sarily imftcrfect state of society tliiit now exists, come nearer

to tliifl ideftl than m'o liavo hitlierto done. Many are exchided

[t'roni the advaiitan^es that a liberal training is fitted to impart,

md which ahnost nothing can afterwards counterbalance or

Ireplace, because public opinion has not yot risen to a conviction

lof the importance of the ])roblem. That this state of hings

Iwill pass away, and with it much of that immaturity of opinion

on great (juestions wln'ch it were vain to deny, I confidently

[anticipate.

You, gentlemen, to whom glimpsoe into subjects of great

[interest and importance are opened up by the range of studies

hero placed at your disposal, may well feel grateful for the

privileges you enjoy ; and it remains with you to decide

whether they shall be the source of perennial satisfaction to

yourselves, and of blessing to others, or whether at the end of

your course y(»u shall look back to misspent time with vain

regret. You have the option of leading a life of self-indulgence

and inertne=^<. the result of whieh will be a permanent loss of

selfcommand and a gi-adual deterioration in character, or of

manfully facing tiiose unwelcome difficulties which lie in your

path, but the overthrow of which will instil into you increased

strength and vigour. One of the greatest writers of this century

has said that in all (iod's universe there is no room for a single

idle man ; and (f this ymi may be assured that, whatever your

future walk in life mav l)e, zealous and conscientious toil will

bring with it its own ex(^eedirig great reward. Be not misled

by the stupid fallacy that y(»nr failure in duty will be hurtful

only to yourself No man livetli to himself— no man dieth

to himself. The intlueiKH' for good or evil which each of you
may Overt uj)on others is incalculable. You are at an age

when you may, in great measure, choose what your future life

will l)e—whether it will be the noble life of a Christian and a

man of culture, or the purposeless existence of the self-indul- st,:

gent and ignorant ; whether you will be enlightened guides art^ « 1^

counsellors of others, or blind leadere of the blind. n taV
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AN ADDRESS ON IDUOATION AND LIFK.

"The future hidea in it

Gladness and sorrow
;

We press still thorough,

Nought that abides in it

D&unting ns,—onward.

And Holonin before ut,

Veiled, the darlt Portal,

Goal of all mortal :

'

Stars silent o'er us, ' -^ ^

Graves under us silent I

SiVi

stirtt

While earnest thou gazest

^i^.V(i, 1> ?)%'4'1>'> Comes boding of terror, f^'

;'(»,/:-•'"• 'V'it.
Comes phantasm and error, ?< it ./*

«f? "t'l 'V> . V
Peq)lexe» the bravest - •- ..
With doubt and misgiving.

'^•1,^J;firyi.'.

r-1 rort- <' ;•-, /( But heard are the Voices,^

HU
i :

%

'''*(>-
i:/'"-''!/

Heard are the Sages,

The world* and the Ages :

'Choose well, your choice is

Brief and yet endless :

Here eyes do regard you
In eternity's stillness;

Here is all fulness,

Ye brave to reward you
;

Work, and despair not."

i
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